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La Regione del Veneto a quarant'anni dalla sua istituzione. Storia, politica, diritto Borders Cuts Images. History and
Theory. Editorial, edited by Linda Bertelli and Maria Luisa Catoni Maria Luisa Catoni, Cut as a device. An example
from Classical Antiquity. Camilla Pietrabissa, Cutting down the interpretation of drawings. The case of Watteau. MajaLisa Müller, Framing representation. The hybrid zones of intarsia. Costanza Caraffa, The photographic cut and cutting
practices in photographic archives. Sara Romani, From cuts to clues, hidden narratives within the details of Carl
Durheim’s photographic portraits (1840-1860). Laura Di Fede, A look from outside. Foreign photographers in Palermo
between the 19th and 20th centuries. Agnese Ghezzi, Framing the ‘delegated gaze’. Handbooks for travelers and the
making of anthropological photography in Italy at the end of the 19th century. Linda Bertelli, Chronophotography as
an archive. The dialogue between the physiologist and the artist in Le Mouvement by Étienne-Jules Marey (1894).
Sonia Colavita, The aesthetics of cut in found footage film. The case of Decasia by Bill Morrison. Maria Giusti,
Rediscovering censorship to understand the struggle for the contemporaneous age-oriented movie rating systems.
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Laura Forti, Francesca Leonardi, At the border of artistic legitimation. Geography, practices and models of project
spaces in Milan.
Storia del turismo
Il turismo in Italia e in Emilia Romagna. Dall'ordine sparso alla geometria variabile 2000.1372
Italy and the Military This book examines the relationship between archaeological tourism and professional
archaeology. To do so, it explores the connection – most visibly through nationalism and global capitalism - from its
origins in the early modern period to World War II. How separate is the development of archaeological tourism from
that of the formation of archaeology as a discipline? And do the fields operate in two different worlds? Scholarly
discussions have largely treated them as distinct fields with no connection, while histories of archaeology, in
particular, have focused on aspects such as the history of archaeological discoveries, archaeological thought and,
more recently, the political relationship between archaeology and nationalism and other ideologies. Largely missing
from all these accounts has been an examination of how archaeology has been incorporated into society, for example
through something that all humans enjoy – leisure – in the form of archaeological tourism. Moreover, just as histories
of archaeology have largely ignored the connection between archaeology and tourism, so too has tourism in the
reverse direction. Recent studies on tourism have centered on topics such as economy (sustainable and recession
tourism) and new types of tourism (including ecotourism and medical tourism).
L'intermediazione della filiera del turismo organizzato
Cinema e Storia 2016 1792.195
Storia del turismo 1792.212
Temi di storia economica del turismo lombardo Chi comandava veramente sotto il fascismo? A prima vista
sembrerebbero esserci pochi dubbi al riguardo: ogni giorno durante il Ventennio da Roma partiva una “valanga” di
ordini e direttive; erano ordini destinati ai fasci provinciali e il tono – fascisticamente deciso e perentorio – non
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ammetteva discussione. Ma fino a che punto i fasci locali obbedivano ai comandi di Roma? Fino a che punto, di
contro, i gerarchi provinciali – i “piccoli Mussolini” di provincia – prendevano decisioni in modo autonomo, seguendo
una logica più locale che nazionale? Attraverso studi settoriali sui vari fascismi provinciali, il volume fa luce per la
prima volta sull’effettiva distribuzione del potere durante il Ventennio, mostrando da una parte i limiti di quella
centralizzazione tanto voluta dal regime e dall’altra il peso dell’ingerenza nella gestione del potere provinciale di
tradizioni, interessi, e anche ambizioni più strettamente locali. Ne emerge un quadro nuovo, ricco e complesso, che
mette in questione i luoghi più comuni con cui siamo abituati a pensare i meccanismi di funzionamento della
dittatura
Storia del turismo in Italia
Un'arma poderosissima. Industria cinematografica e Stato durante il fascismo 1922-1943 [English]:The city as a
destination of the journey in his long evolution throughout history: a basic human need, an event aimed at
knowledge, to education, to business and trade, military and religious conquests, but also related to redundancies for
the achievement of mere physical or spiritual salvation. In the frame of one of the world's most celebrated historical
city, the cradle of Greek antiquity, myth and beauty, travel timeless destination for culture and leisure, and today,
more than ever, strongly tending to the conservation and development of their own identity, this collection of essays
aims to provide, in the tradition of AISU studies, a further opportunity for reflection and exchange between the
various disciplines related to urban history./ [Italiano]:La città come meta del viaggio nella sua lunga evoluzione nel
corso della storia: un bisogno primario dell'uomo, un evento finalizzato alla conoscenza, all'istruzione, agli affari e
agli scambi commerciali, alle conquiste militari o religiose, ma anche legato agli esodi per il conseguimento della
mera salvezza fisica o spirituale. Nella cornice di una delle città storiche più celebrate al mondo, culla dell'antichità
greca, del mito e della bellezza, meta intramontabile di viaggi di cultura e di piacere, e oggi, più che mai, fortemente
protesa alla conservazione e alla valorizzazione della propria identità, questa raccolta di saggi intende offrire, nel
solco della tradizione di studi dell'AISU, un'ulteriore occasione di riflessione e di confronto tra i più svariati ambiti
disciplinari attinenti alla storia urbana.
Environment and Urbanization in Modern Italy 2000.1496
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Italia e Spagna nel turismo del secondo dopoguerra Il Volume tratta del Turismo e del Diritto del Turismo. Il Turismo è
viaggiare, è storia, è economia, è tecnologia, è politica, è, infine cultura. Forse è l’insieme di tutto questo In questa
dimensione piacevole delle vicende umane si inserisce il diritto. Il Diritto del Turismo si collega, così, al piacere di
viaggiare e alla gioia della vacanza. Per individuare la nozione e i confini del Diritto del Turismo, questo volume ne
ricostruisce, attraverso la storia, l’evoluzione. Nell’esaminare il turismo nei suoi elementi – storici, economici,
tecnologici, culturali, e politici– si può scorgere una visione di insieme che può essere ripartita in parti, che
chiameremo “Stagioni”. La Prima stagione è la stagione dei viaggi e del mito. La Seconda stagione segna la nascita
del Turismo, che inizia come turismo d’élite, si sviluppa fino a divenire turismo di massa e vede il crescere della
Legislazione del turismo. La Terza stagione vede il turismo farsi industria e vede il consolidarsi del Diritto del
Turismo. La Quarta stagione è la nostra, che ci proietta nel Tempo Presente e nelle considerazioni sul futuro del
Turismo, per ripartire dopo l’annus horribilis, e sul senso stesso del Diritto del Turismo.
Food Festivals and Local Development in Italy This book sheds new light on the role of the military in Italian society
and culture during war and peacetime by bringing together a whole host of contributors across the interdisciplinary
spectrum of Italian Studies. Divided into five thematic units, this volume examines the continuous and multifaceted
impact of the military on modern and contemporary Italy. The Italian context offers a particularly fertile ground for
studying the cultural impact of the military because the institution was used not only for defensive/offensive
purposes, but also to unify the country and to spread ideas of socio-cultural and technological development across
its diverse population.
Un secolo di turismo in Liguria. Dinamiche, percorsi, attori The study of tourism as a complex social phenomenon,
beyond simply business, is increasing in importance. Providing an examination of perceptions of culture and society
in tourism destinations through the tourist's eyes, this book discusses how destinations were, and are, created and
perceived through the 'lens' of the tourist's gaze.
Tourism and Visual Culture Methods and cases
The Dynamics of Big Business
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Storia del turismo. Annale 9
Storia del turismo What does the proliferation of food festival tell us about rural areas? How can these celebrations
pave the way to a better future for the local communities? This book is addressing these questions contributing to
the ongoing debate about the future of rural peripheries in Europe. The volume is based on the ethnographic
research conducted in Italy, a country internationally known for its food tradition and one of the European countries
where the gap between rural and urban space is most pronounced. It offers an anthropological analysis of food
festivals, exploring the transformational role they have to change and develop rural communities. Although the
festivals aim mostly at tourism, they contribute in a wider way to the life of the rural communities, acting as devices
through which a community redefines itself, reinforces its sociality, reshapes the perception and use of the
surrounding environment. In so doing, thus, the books suggests to read the festivals not just as celebrations driven
by food fashion, but rather fundamental grassroots instruments to contrast the effects of rural marginalization and
pave the way to a possible better future for the community
Storia del turismo. Annale 9
Il fascismo in provincia Every year, Italy swells with millions of tourists who infuse the economy with billions of
dollars and almost outnumber Italians themselves. In fact, Italy has been a model tourist destination for longer than it
has been a modern state.The Beautiful Country explores the enduring popularity of “destination Italy,” and its role in
the development of the global mass tourism industry. Stephanie Malia Hom tracks the evolution of this particular
touristic imaginary through texts, practices, and spaces, beginning with the guidebooks that frame Italy as an
idealized land of leisure and finishing with destination Italy's replication around the world. Today, more tourists
encounter Italy through places like Las Vegas's The Venetian Hotel and Casino or Dubai's Mercato shopping mall
than experience the country in Italy itself. Using an interdisciplinary methodology that includes archival research,
ethnographic fieldwork, literary criticism, and spatial analysis,The Beautiful Country reveals destination Italy's
paramount role in the creation of modern mass tourism.
Breve storia del turismo in Italia Comprendere la fisionomia e il ruolo degli scambi commerciali, approfondire il senso
della loro regolamentazione, ma anche illustrare l'origine e il funzionamento dei principali meccanismi economici:
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questi gli obiettivi del volume che, seguendo un andamento cronologico, abbraccia l'intera storia umana, dalla
rivoluzione neolitica alla libera circolazione degli uomini, delle merci e dei capitali nell'era della globalizzazione. Fare
una storia del commercio vuoi dire, infatti, non solo studiare le forme che nel corso dei secoli il sistema degli scambi,
e in generale il mercato, hanno assunto, ma soprattutto osservare uno dei più potenti strumenti di sviluppo
economico che l'uomo abbia mai escogitato. Corredano il volume documenti storiografici puntualmente richiamati
nel testo.
Diciottesimo rapporto sul turismo italiano 2011-2012
The Beautiful Country This new book reviews all aspects of the phenomenon of mass tourism. It covers theoretical
perspectives (including political economy, ethics, sustainability and environmentalism), the historical context, and
the current challenges to domestic, intra-regional and international mass tourism. As tourism and tourist numbers
continue to grow around the world, it becomes increasingly important that this subject is studied in depth and best
practice applied in real-life situations. Finishing with a speculative chapter identifying potential future trends and
challenges, this book forms an essential resource for all researchers and students within tourism studies.
e179 | Borders Cuts Images
Storia del commercio
Rapporto sul sistema termale in Italia 2012 Throughout the Twentieth Century, big business has been a basic
institution. Large corporations have provided a fundamental contribution to the wealth of nations and, at the same
time, have had a remarkable impact on the political and social systems within which they have operated. It is difficult
to understand the development of the most advanced economies if we do not consider the specific evolution of big
business in every national case. On the other hand, it is not possible to explain the shape and behavior of big
business without considering its development as part of the history of the country in which they operate. The largest
US, German, British and French firms were key actors in favoring their nations' development and, even at the end of
the Twentieth Century, made a very important contribution to their growth. In many countries, a stable core of large
corporations developed only relatively lately, or did not develop at all, and under these circumstances, big business
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was not able to significantly participate in the economic growth of such countries. Scholars who dealt with the
economic history of Italy and Spain are generally unanimous in tagging these nations as industrial late-comers,
ineffective in promoting big autochthonous private and State-owned firms, dominated by family companies, and
characterized by a strong competitive advantage on the part of small and medium-sized enterprises. At the same
time, Spanish and Italian business and economic historians have tended to say little about the role and features of
big business. This book thus fills a significant gap in the work on the development of Southern European capitalism
and its large corporations by analyzing the Italian and Spanish cases and comparing them with each other and with
what has occurred in the United States and in the largest European nations. Examining both the macro dynamics
(national but also supra national) and the micro level, utilizing samples of big corporations and going deeply into
some company cases, this volume identifies some important protagonists of the Italian and Spanish economies
(such as the State, families and foreign investors) and investigates a wider panorama which includes the political,
economic and social relationships of the corporations, providing insights into the form of capitalism that exists in
these countries.
Inter and Post-war Tourism in Western Europe, 1916–1960
Disability and Tourism in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Italy This edited collection is a novel book with
contributions from eleven expert researchers on the history of tourism in Europe. This book explores the growth of
tourism in contemporary postwar Europe, especially during the periods following the First and Second World Wars
and the Spanish Civil War. It reveals both the work carried out by social agents and institutions to develop tourism,
and the contribution of tourism in boosting the economy and the recovery of morale in the Old Continent Its origin is
the International Congress Postguerres / Aftermaths of War, organized by the Department of History and Archeology
of the University of Barcelona, ??in Barcelona, ??in June 2019. In this Congress, professors Carmelo Pellejero and
Marta Luque coordinated the session Post-war and tourism in contemporary Europe, in which all the authors of the
book participated.
Mass Tourism in a Small World 1792.273
Storia del viaggio e del turismo in Italia From the second half of the 1940s, when postwar reconstruction began in
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Italy, there were three notable driving forces of environmental change: the uncontrollable process of urban drift,
fueled by considerable migratory flows from the countryside and southern regions toward the cities where largescale productive activities were beginning to amass; unruly industrial development, which was tolerated since it was
seen as the necessary tribute to be paid to progress and modernization; and mass consumption. In his fourth book,
Federico Paolini presents a series of essays ranging from the uses of natural resources, to environmental problems
caused by means of transport, to issues concerning environmental politics and the dynamics of the environment
movement. Paolini concludes the book with a forecast about the environmental problems that will emerge in the
public debate of the twenty-first century.
Le stagioni del turismo 2000.1450
Storia del turismo. Annale 2002 Attention to the issue of disabilities has intensified in recent decades, prompting
States and organizations to respond with appropriate measures to promote inclusion of persons with disabilities in
all social environments. This book’s thesis is that the seeds of this inclusivity were planted by the development of
tourism for people with disabilities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The book explores the development of
tourism for people with disabilities in Italy during this time period. It adds an important tessera to the mosaic of
international literature that has rarely considered the history of tourism and the history of disabilities in a unified
manner. While certainly of great interest to an Italian audience, the discussion of the various responses taking form
in Italy to the needs of persons with disabilities, and the role these responses have played in the development of
mass tourism generally, is also quite pertinent to international contexts. This book is based largely on unpublished
sources. The authors’ hope is that the presentation of these new materials combined with the innovative approach of
a historical study of tourism through the lens of disabilities will open up international scholarly debate and
discussion drawing in contributions from all disciplines.
Pressione turistica sul Centro Storico di Firenze - sito UNESCO
Storia del turismo The Italian love affair with sport is passionate, voracious, all-consuming. It provides a backdrop
and a narrative to almost every aspect of daily life in Italy and the distinctively pink-coloured newspaper La Gazzetta
dello Sport is devoured by almost half a million readers every day. Narrating the history of modern Italy through its
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national passion for sport, Sport Italia provides a completely new portrayal of one of Europe's most alluring, yet
contradictory countries, tracing the highs and lows of Italy's sporting history from its Liberal pioneers through
Mussolini and the 1960 Rome Olympics to the Berlusconi era. By interweaving essential themes of Italian history, its
politics, society and economy with a history of the passion for sport in the country, Simon Martin tells the story of
modern Italy in a fresh and colourful way, illustrating how and why sport is so strongly embedded in both politics and
society, and how it is inseparable from the concept of Italian national identity. Showing sport's capacity to both unite
and deeply divide, this book reveals a novel and previously unexplored element of the history of a society and its
state, which will be an essential read for sports fans, historians and students alike.
The Renaissance Perfected
A History of Archaeological Tourism
Storia del turismo 1365.2.12
Storia del turismo italiano
Sport Italia 1365.3.3
La città, il viaggio, il turismo Mussolini&’s bold claims upon the monuments and rhetoric of ancient Rome have been
the subject of a number of recent books. D. Medina Lasansky shows us a much less familiar side of the cultural
politics of Italian Fascism, tracing its wide-ranging efforts to adapt the nation&’s medieval and Renaissance heritage
to satisfy the regime&’s programs of national regeneration. Anyone acquainted with the beauties of Tuscany will be
surprised to learn that architects, planners, and administrators working within Fascist programs fabricated much of
what today&’s tourists admire as authentic. Public squares, town halls, palaces, gardens, and civic rituals (including
the famed Palio of Siena) were all &“restored&” to suit a vision of the past shaped by Fascist notions of virile power,
social order, and national achievement in the arts. Ultimately, Lasansky forces readers to question long-standing
assumptions about the Renaissance even as she expands the parameters of what constitutes Fascist culture. The
arguments in The Renaissance Perfected are based in fresh archival evidence and a rich collection of illustrations,
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many reproduced for the first time, ranging from photographs and architectural drawings to tourist posters and film
stills. Lasansky&’s groundbreaking book will be essential reading for students of medieval, Renaissance, and
twentieth-century Italy as well as all those concerned with visual culture, architectural preservation, heritage studies,
and tourism studies.
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